DIFFICULTIES occur to enhance students’ form of reasoning out things just like for solving logical and abstract problems. But why some are having difficulty on answering questions when there are formulated equations? Maybe there are sort of things a student lacks about or maybe a teacher that has ineffective teaching strategies. These are the possible causes that constitutes major reasons in the circle of difficulties encountered to a subject specifically, Physics. Everybody knows that Physics is a branch of science that deals with matter and motion. In particular, Physics is not just math, it is far way more of understanding, experiments, comprehension and analysis of such problem. The subject is inclusive as it scopes a lot of areas in science making it more difficult to understand. It is a one way to complicate things that is why certain individuals are getting irrational about this subject. On the psychological aspect, according to Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple intelligences, there are eight classifications of human intelligence that a person might have. It can be good in mathematics but acts poorly in linguistics or can be either both. Many were by one or two intelligences by which having a five are few. In line with this, intelligence was set upon birth then later improved as they get older. In contrast, intelligence is not set by birth, wherein you need to have commitment and perseverance, also passion in order for you to achieve your goals especially when you are encountering a difficulty on a subject like Physics so you make time for it to understand. Some says that it is hard to understand Physics as their teachers does not have an effective strategic tool for teaching. There are some teachers that discusses a lesson like they are the only one who understands the lecture and does not considers his audience. Others are relating the topic to a real-life situation in which the students can relate and understand the lesson.
more. Interactive discussions among students will surely make them participate and more knowledgeable. As technology advances, students became more and more active on using gadgets in which they got addicted and forgotten to study. They had lost their interest in learning wherein it lowers the percentage of passing. Nowadays, some students spend their time on their homes whether there is class as they do not like studying. Students should not tolerate this kind of thing. A mindset of a good student must be like someone who likes to face challenge for them to become a better being and a person. Without encountering such obstacles, life will not be that amazing. To be precise, there is no difficulty on encountering Physics, it is the person that is difficult. Being lazy (one of the bad qualities of a student) really troubles a student from studying. A change of lifestyle to being persevere and committed makes you succeed especially solving Physics and other Mathematical problems. Also, having the quality time of studying will assure your success in Physics.
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